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One-piece Heli Portable Aluminum Shack 
Keep your crew safe from the elements and speed up 
drill moves with our Fly-One-Piece Aluminum drill 
shack. It has certified lifting points, access doors to 
service vital components and even a AVD rod handling 
system option. 

Heli Portable Rod Handling System 
With the same great rod handling system as on our 
shacks, we’ve made the AVD rod handling system 
heli-portable. This ties in with our engineered base to 
keep rod pulls fast and safe. 

Modular Base Frame Design 
A solid base for you heli shack and a place to integrate 

a rod handling system only happens with our 
engineered base. Deep holes on a heli-portable job are 

much easier with this system. 

Mud Tank Design 
Single and dual mud tanks systems are available. From 
simple polymer mixing to bentonite we have your mud 

tank needs covered. 



Integrated Drill Mounts And Drip Tray 
No drill skids on required with the FX-10 integrated 
system. Drilling can occur in environmentally sensitive 
areas, having a drip tray to mitigate spill is good 
business practice. 

STRATEGIC ACCESS POINTS 
Checking fluid levels and daily inspections can easily be 
carried out with well-placed access doors. We even put 

a window on the drillers access door to help keep an 
eye on the site. 
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Specifications

GUARDING

Standard X-10 rod string cage guarding with interlock system

FUEL CAPACITY 

500L Double walled certified fly fuel system

ROD CAPACITY

1600m of NQ in 9m lengths

WEIGHT

Ability to be broken down into 2200 lb. picks

DIMENSIONS 

Shipping = Breaks down into small lifts for easy transportation 

Operational = 18’ long x 16’ wide x 9’ tall

MUD SYSTEM  

Fly certified dual mud tank system with slide in mixer and integrated pump mount 


